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Thoughtful care and welfare underpins the work of 
Childhood First in healing traumatised children.  

Integrity and openness are hallmarks of our 
theoretical approach ensuring children are protected 

and kept safe. We at Childhood First believe it would 
be prejudicial and not in not in the best interest of 

our children to publish The Statement of Purpose for 

Thornby Hall online.  However a copy of this 
document is available by request from our head 

office. 
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1.  Aims and objectives 
 

Thornby Hall is part of Childhood First and like all our centres the work is based on our 
Integrated Systemic Therapy (IST), which has evolved over 40 years and is an holistic 
group-based approach founded on the twin traditions of milieu therapy and systemic 

psychotherapy.  
 

Thornby Hall is a specialist residential therapeutic community and special school for 
psychologically traumatised young people and adolescents. We offer an integrated 
systemic programme of care, therapeutic work and education for up to 24 boys and 

girls, aged twelve and above. Placements are for 52 weeks a year with facilitation of 
all necessary arrangements for contact with families and significant others.  

 
Our aim is to give each young person who comes to us a second chance at learning 
how to grow. We do this through a careful evaluation of the psychological implications 

of individual histories on both present circumstances and future expectations. Equally 
important is how a young person leaves us at the end of their placement. Each 

achievement is celebrated during their placement and through our Leaving Care 
Programme they are ready to take their next step with confidence.  
 

2. Care Education and Treatment 
 

2.1 Ethos and philosophy 
The Childhood First booklet - Integrated Systemic Therapy for Traumatised Children 
and Young People - describes in some detail the ethos and philosophy on which the 

care, education and treatment at Thornby Hall is founded. What has gone wrong for 
the young people who come to us is in their relationships with others, and in 

relationships between those around them. It is by attending to both these aspects 
that the capacity to relate can be recovered and outcomes in all areas of life are then 

seen to improve. 
 
Our therapeutic expertise is located in a systemic and psychoanalytic thinking and 

practice which offers transformative insight, particularly in a group setting, to young 
people suffering profound emotional or mental trauma. 

 
Robust theory underpinning the organisational structures provides the setting within 
which the art of healing can take place, and traumatized young people can learn the 

ability to make healthy attachments, process feelings and relate to others. 
Our family systems-based approach allows healthy relationships to develop across the 

group of young people and adults. The group experience powerfully counters the 
dangerous sense that many young people have formed that they do not matter to 
anyone, and nobody matters to them. 

 
In addition our facilities present a warm, creative, extended family home. The 

environment is of a high quality, and care is taken to ensure it represents security, 
wholeness and warmth at all times. The young people’s participation in thinking about 
all aspects of living together, including the environment, is a significant part of the 

group work and treatment.  
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2.2 Admissions policy and criteria 
A referral may be initiated in various ways, but most usually this is through an 

informal discussion with a referring agency, such as, a social worker, placements 
officer, teacher, educational psychologist, psychologist, psychiatrist or parent.  
 

We request documentation on the young person referred to help gain a more informed 
understanding of their needs. If we conclude that a young person would not be 

suitably placed with us, where possible, we offer suggestions regarding alternatives. 
 
Difficulties presented by the young people that we currently work with include: 

 
• Physical, Emotional and Sexual Abuse 

• Physically and Emotionally Neglected 

• Bereavement or Loss 

• Adopted post abuse or trauma 

• Asylum seekers, unaccompanied minors 

• Emerging Mental Health problems such as, Bipolar, Schizoaffective, 

Schizophrenia, Personality Disorder, OCD, Depression, Social Phobia, 

Aspergers, ADHD, CD/ODD, Eating Disorders.  

• Documentation required includes: 

• a detailed social history 

• an up-to-date psychiatric assessment 

• an educational psychologist's report 

• relevant school reports 

• a Statement of Educational Needs 

• a history of previous placements (including an assessment of their success 

and/or failure) 

• a current statement of needs 

• Social Services Care Plan. 

• core assessment 

• chronology 

 

We invite involved professionals to visit Thornby Hall. If there is agreement to 
proceed, our Deputy Director (Placements) would arrange to visit the young person in 

their current placement. At this point a young person is given our young person’s 
handbook, carers/parents have a separate handbook. This guides them through the 
day to day living at Thornby, including the name of their keyworker, teacher and 

contact details for their social worker. 
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Finally, if all involved parties are agreed, our referral procedure would conclude with 
an invitation for the young person to visit our community for a day. This visit is 

comprehensive and informative and allows an opportunity for them to see us, and for 
members of the community, staff and young people, to meet them. In addition to 
being shown around by one of our existing group, space is provided for the Director to 

meet with the young person concerned, to talk about their needs and what coming to 
us would entail - some of these processes can happen in parallel. 

 
Following this visit, a final decision will be made regarding a place. The young person 
is asked to think about whether they would like to live at Thornby Hall.  Young people 

are expected to telephone the day following a visit and request a placement.  A date 
for admission would then be agreed. 

 
Our assessment process begins with the referral, informing the first placement plan 
this is continually built on during their placement. This is to ensure the best possible 

outcome for each young person 
 

During the referral assessment it may be apparent from their history that, as a young 
person begins to access their emotions; they may become overwhelmed and retreat 
into behaviour which may endanger themselves and others. Whilst staff at Thornby 

Hall understand this as part of the treatment process, a sustained escalation of 
behaviour may be assessed as unsafe and warrant a period away from the 

community. This can either be with a crisis intervention placement of the Local 
Authorities choosing or one that Thornby has established a partnership with, we have 
considerable experience of such an intervention helping a young person successfully 

reintegrate into the community. 
This ‘time out’ allows the young person a space in which to reflect and recommit to 

their placement, supported by regular telephone and face to face contact with the 
staff. As part of a plan to return a young person is asked to sign an agreement about 

how they will behave and appropriate plans are in place to enable the young person to 
be contained and continue their placement.  
 

Keyworkers send weekly updates to social workers of the young people placed with us 

2.3 Age range, gender and numbers of young people 

Thornby Hall offers placements for up to 24 young people of both genders aged 12 to 
19.  If it is considered in the young person’s best interests to remain at Thornby Hall 
post-18, each young adult will have a pathway plan/transition plan in place which will 

be reviewed regularly. An individual risk assessment for post-18 will be undertaken in 
regard to other younger residents. 

2.4 Range of needs the home is intended to meet 
The young people who come to Thornby Hall have been severely traumatised or 
psychologically deprived, often from very early in their lives.  Some have suffered the 

extremes of physical and sexual abuse, most have experienced multiple foster 
placement breakdowns or adoption breakdown. The young people present with a 

range of difficulties as listed in admissions.  
 
The effects of these early experiences have had the most serious consequences on the 

young peoples’ capacities to function appropriately, either with respect to their own 
lives, or in relation to others.     
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2.5 Specific therapeutic techniques used in the home 
At Thornby Hall we endeavour to offer an integrated programme of care, treatment 

and education based on sound psychodynamic and systemic principles. Our IST 
booklet describes in some detail the framework and range of groups and facilitators 
used to support this therapeutic methodology. 

 
All aspects of the programme are regarded as part of an overall living-learning 

experience, from structured education and small discussion groups, through to 
informal trips out, sharing a bedroom, buying new clothes, interacting with peers and 
adults, spending time with a keyworker, or playing in the grounds.  Each young 

person who comes to Thornby Hall is given the opportunity to participate in a wide 
range of activities in both individual and group situations which will challenge all that 

has gone before. 
 
Our integrated programme of care, treatment and education, encompasses what we 

see as necessary to the successful development of each individual. 
 

It is through the interaction of each individual with the social and physical 
environment of the community that the experiential and cognitive levels of the 
treatment process occur. Only in addressing the early life trauma and, using a range 

of means, redressing the imbalances that have occurred in those early years, can real 
psychological change be facilitated. We have endeavoured to create a social and 

physical environment which will, from the moment a young person first arrives, create 
a sense of hope, something different to all that has gone before; an environment 
which will provide each young person with an experience, which will challenge their 

conscious and unconscious assumptions about themselves, and their expectations of 
others.  It is also our aim to continually strive to create a total environment in which 

each young person will have a compensatory primary experience, which may go some 
way to redressing the imbalance of his or her own history. 

 
The way we work enables us to keep detailed records which inform placement plans of 
how young people’s needs will be met. There is a monitoring process in place to 

ensure plans are fit for purpose for each young person and accurately reflect their 
individuality as well as their ability to function within a group. 

 
2.6  Evaluation of the placement 

Childhood First belongs to the CAMHS Outcome Research Consortium (CORC), 

Thornby has an Assessment, Evaluation and Research Officer who conducts the 

following standardised measures (or questionnaires).  

 

• CGAS  - Children’s Global Assessment Scale 

• Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaires 

• Goal-based Measure 

• Experience of Service Questionnaire (CHI-ESQ) 

These assessments are conducted every six months.  

This work is overseen by Childhood First’s Senior Clinician. 
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Each young person placed at Thornby will receive a psychotherapeutic and education 

assessment. This shapes the work and ensures a baseline. For education once the 

initial assessment is complete an individual programme of work is prepared and 

regularly reviewed in line with statutory guidelines.  More detailed information is 

under Education (No.7) 

The psychotherapeutic assessment and CORC data enables all the staff to be aware of 

the young person’s state of mind and informs the placement plan, risk assessment, 

behaviour management plan and their interactions with each young person. 

 

 

3.  Consultation with young people about the operation of the home 
 

In keeping with our therapeutic approach, young people at Thornby Hall are enabled 

to participate in all aspects of their lives and to consciously contribute to activities, 
daily groups and discussions, and as appropriate, decision-making and complaints. 

The culture is one of openness, where all opinions are listened to and young people 
are valued and respected by the adults; and are helped to value and respect each 

other and themselves. This programme of group and individual work helps young 
people build on their strengths and identify difficulties.  
 

These systems promote and encourage open communication about all aspects of the 
young peoples’ lives including everyday living together. Staff teams encourage, listen 

to and respond to all complaints and are trained and experienced in remaining alert to 
young peoples’ welfare at all times. Young people are encouraged to raise concerns 
and make suggestions for changes and improvements. As well as a formal complaints 

system we also have a complaints and improvements to service book. 
 

 

4. The group environment 
 
Over the last twenty five years, outcomes from Thornby Hall and other Childhood First 

communities demonstrate that the wide mix of young people living within a large 
group community present significant opportunities to the traumatised young people 

who come to us, which they are unlikely to find in a smaller, less group-oriented 
setting. 
 

The importance of the peer group in our treatment model is an essential aspect of 
what makes a placement at Thornby Hall so effective a form of treatment.  

 
Working together is a central task of the staff team and the young people to establish 
and maintain a culture which generates trust, hope and optimism, and encourages 

enquiry through the sharing and understanding of those experiences which have 
resulted in such unhappiness.  This might begin with an individual's accountability to 

the peer group for what happens in the present.  Without this, most of the young 
people who come to us have assumed that it is their own "badness" or "madness" 
which has made their world such an unhappy place.  Without an opportunity of feeling 

understood, nor finding understanding, the individual inevitably seeks escape through 
acting out. 
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The presence of older peers can support younger members and share experience and 
hope, e.g. ’I used to do that, but I don’t need to any more’. Younger members 

experience older peers as symbols of hope and evidence that making these 
relationships is fruitful and constructive. For young members of the community who 
arrive with no trust of adults nor respect for their authority, the maintenance of a 

healthy peer culture is therefore critical in what the community offer.  
 

 
5. Equality, diversity and young people’s rights 
 

Thornby Hall is committed to equality, diversity and young people’s rights. Young 
people are treated with dignity and respect at all times. Staff demonstrate the 

principles of dignity and respect for others throughout their professional relationships, 
offering good role models for young people in their care. Over time this enables young 
people to develop a positive self view, emotional resilience and knowledge and 

understanding of their background. 
Staff aim to mitigate and repair the effects of stereotyping and discrimination on the 

grounds of ethnicity, age, gender, sexual orientation or level of ability or 
understanding. Staff are proactive in ensuring that neither they nor young people are 
ever treated other than fairly. 

 
Specific ethnic requirements are facilitated within the care, education and treatment 

environment. 
 
 

6. Health 

 
Although particular significance is given to a young person’s emotional health we 

believe a young person’s physical well-being is no less important. 
 

All young people who are placed with us are enabled to feel safe and learn to make 
healthy choices about their style of life, and have an individual health plan. Each 
young person becomes a patient with our local surgery, which offers a range of 

doctors with whom they may consult. Similar arrangements are made with dental and 
ophthalmic practices.  It is our practice that young people have an annual full medical 

and regular dental and optician check-ups.   
Certain special medical conditions can be catered for, in conjunction with a locally 
established consultant.  

We have written procedures relating to the storage, rotation, recording and 
administration of medication; including home-remedies and the circumstances under 

which medication may be self-administered.  
 
The young people are encouraged to discuss openly and frankly, all aspects of their 

health and well-being, although young people are also accorded their right to privacy 
and confidentiality. 

 
Many of our young people have had difficulties with alcohol, substance and drug 
misuse. We manage these difficulties within the group process and our education 

programme, and aim for a “zero tolerance”. 
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With respect to sexual health, emphasis is placed on on-going counselling and a 
health education programme. It should be noted that Thornby Hall has an outstanding 

record in terms of avoidance of pregnancy during placement. 

6.1 Exercise 
Every young person is encouraged to take exercise in a way that they enjoy. Adults 

are available to join in and organise games and sports. There is a wide range of 
informal and formal opportunities to exercise including individual activities (e.g. 

walking, bike-riding); group games (e.g. football, tag) and organised classes and 
team sports (e.g. dance, football training) through to pursuing more specialist hobbies 
like rock climbing or sailing. These are provided for their physical health benefits as 

well as their contribution to emotional development and well-being. 
 

Relaxing, resting and being able to sleep well are essential parts of young peoples’ 
lives and part of our treatment programme is to help young people use opportunities 
to rest and relax and give their minds and bodies opportunity for quiet and 

replenishment. All young people are helped at bedtimes with individual attention to 
best enable them to make the transition into sleep and being on their own. 

6.2 Diet 
Eating well has a critical impact on physical health. All young people are provided with 
a balanced diet and helped to develop healthy eating patterns. Young people are 

encouraged to become involved with menu planning, the preparation of meals and to 
engage in conversations and meetings about what they like to eat and about the food 

provided. The provision of good food and the ability to accept it is also recognised for 
its contribution to development, identity and emotional health. Therefore attention to 
detail in the way food is prepared is essential to maximise this contribution. Young 

people are also helped to attend group mealtimes together as a social occasion; 
cultural differences in food are attended to and celebrated. 

6.3 Smoking 
Thornby Hall has a written policy relating to smoking which recognises that many 

young people come to us as habituated smokers; however, we positively encourage 
them to give up. 

6.4 Alcohol, drugs and illegal substances 

No form of alcohol is allowed on our premises. 
No recreational drugs are allowed on our premises. 

 
 
7. Education and facilities for private study  

 
Our Integrated Systemic Therapy considers that alongside the care and treatment it is 

essential that young people receive education which is similarly adapted to their 
emotional state and which can deliver the best possible educational outcomes for 
adult life that enables them to make a positive contribution to the community. 

 
We endeavour to maximise personal potential by offering a curriculum which is 

relevant, broad, balanced, enjoyable, stimulating, shows differentiation, progression 
and continuity; and prepares young people for the opportunities, choices, 
responsibilities and experiences of adult life.  
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We aim to create a safe environment where everyone is valued and respected and 
where we all work together in a productive and co-operative way.  Central to this 

ethos is an emphasis on the rights and responsibilities of individuals, particularly in 
determining their own lives. 
 

Specifically, we aim to help each young person ‘catch up’ educationally with their 
mainstream peers, as far as possible, before they leave us; to help each young person 

achieve as much as their abilities and time permit; to provide the opportunity for the 
acquisition of formal, nationally recognised qualifications whenever possible; to 
provide a range of creative and sports studies and wide range of practical skills. All of 

which help the young person achieve a true sense of worth.   
 

7.1 The education structure 
All of the young people at Thornby Hall are in full-time education regardless of their 
age. This is primarily based on site, but also includes part-time college placements off 

site for the 16+ students. Where appropriate, students are able to access external 
education at an earlier age, e.g. vocational courses. 

 
We operate a standard three term system following closely the local LEA (Northants) 
term dates. 

 
Twenty five hours of education per week is provided for all young people within a five 

hour day structure. 
 
7.2 Sporting facilities 

Sporting activities are provided both on and off site. Onsite football, tennis, table 
tennis, basketball and cycling are available. We have a football pitch, floodlit hard 

court and a small gym (plus seventeen acres of wooded and open space in which to 
play). Off site, each young person can select from a range of externally instructed 

classes including swimming, horse riding, multi-gym, climbing, racquet sports, cricket, 
athletics, trampolining, rugby, football and tennis. 
 

7.3 Examinations 
We are committed to the highest possible levels of academic achievement and provide 

the opportunity for gaining as many formal qualifications as possible. Examinations 
currently available range from AQA Basic Skills in Literacy and Numeracy through to 
GCE A levels. 

 
Young people are supported in the house with their school work.  

 
7.4 College 
We believe that the experience of a college placement whilst within our overall 

support structure greatly increases the chance of successfully negotiating full-time 
further education or work-related training after leaving Thornby Hall.  All of the 16+ 

students are supported in selecting and managing a course at a local college. 
 
7.5 Work experience 

In a similar way to college, work experience for our young people in Year 11 and 

above is seen as a vital part of their preparation for life on leaving Thornby Hall.   
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Subject to individual negotiation, each young person could have initially up to one 

week in an appropriate placement, and could subsequently take up a part-time 

placement in their final term or year. 

 
Ongoing careers advice and planning is provided to both class groups and individually 

through the PSHE programme and the Connexions (Daventry) Service.  
 
7.6 Assessment, recording and reporting 

On arrival each young person is assessed in terms of their current achievement in 
each of the subject areas, with additional assistance being given by our Consultant 

Educational Psychologist to help diagnose specific learning difficulties and to assist in 
defining Individual Education Plans (IEPs). 
 

IEPs are reviewed termly and PEPs are drawn up in consultation with the appropriate 
social worker every six months. 

 
We regularly review, update and improve our provision. The young people who come 
to Thornby have, in the past, felt as if they have failed, and it is our task to help them 

succeed.  We aim to help each young person to recognise their own potential, and a 
belief that they can succeed.  We have a merit system that rewards each step a young 

person makes. On a Friday morning the house and school staff join together with the 
young people to celebrate the achievement each young person has made during the 

week.  Certificates are presented to those who have achieved 100% attendance in 
school and other achievements including merit awards. 
 

 
8.  Young people’s participation in recreational, sporting and cultural 

activities 
 
The local area abounds in recreational and sporting opportunities.  Staff encourage 

young people to participate in a wide range of activities such as football, horse riding, 
cricket, rock climbing, kayaking etc.  There are also opportunities to participate in 

theatre, music and dance.  Every support is given to a young person in pursuing and 
developing their individual interests. 
 

 
9. Promoting Appropriate Behaviour, Control, Physical Intervention 

and Discipline 
 
It has always been the policy at Thornby Hall that the foundation to achieving all else 

is the fostering of positive relationships between the adults and the young people 
within a clearly defined set of boundaries. These in turn are established only by the 

existence of good, and appropriately professional, interpersonal relationships between 
the adults and young people. These provide a sense of containment, through a 
consistent but appropriately flexible understanding of the many different situations 

they must manage on a daily basis. This is approached always through a sense of 
personal concern and commitment to each young person. 
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Each young person has an individual behaviour plan and risk assessment, 

these are reviewed regularly and amended according to need. To ensure this process 
any serious incident is investigated by the senior management team.  

 
The histories of the young people with whom we work are such that the focus of their 
personal development is inevitably taken up through the interplay of their past conflict 

and trauma in the present.  The crossing of community boundaries is an inevitable 
part of the work with our young people, while they struggle to begin to establish a 

more trusting and co-operative partnership with those around them. 
 
The management of difficulties is often the focus of small groups, personal meetings 

with keyworkers and staff, and community meetings. Young people are encouraged 
(and supported) in raising matters which concern them. Each young person is helped 

towards a sharing of the responsibility for group and individual well-being, and to 
have a voice which is heard and treated seriously.  Acknowledgement and 
understanding are generally the main aim of such a task, but occasionally a sanction 

may be seen as an appropriate response. 
 

 
9.1 The creation of positive relationships 
Our therapeutic approach is formulated on the creation of positive relationships. 

Young people are helped to understand the impact of their behaviour on others, and 
to express their feeling about others’ behaviour. High levels of supervision and 

guidance are offered to encourage behaviour and relationships which have a beneficial 
impact for themselves and others. Achievements and participation are celebrated and 
rewarded. Where behaviour is unacceptable or has a destructive impact, it is 

responded to with consistency and clarity within a context of understanding the 
particular young person’s history as well as the group dynamic. 

 
Relationships between staff and young people at Thornby Hall are based on honesty, 

mutual respect and understanding. The staff teams are expected to maintain clear 
safe consistent and understanding boundaries for the young people. 
Rewards and sanctions are part of the mechanisms for care and control within the 

context of thoughtful consistent relationships. 
 

9.2 Physical intervention 
When there is an incident that results in a physical intervention, it is permitted only in 
circumstances when a young person may be intent on causing harm to him/herself or 

to another person, or causing damage to property, and has lost inner control.  In all 
cases where young people may need restraining, the need for the minimum necessary 

amount of force is underlined, and that it is done in a way which emphasises the 
sense of being held and not punished, and in being looked after  not humiliated.  It is 
emphasised that a young person should be held only for the time that it takes them to 

regain inner control.  
 

Our physical intervention course is delivered by AVH Interventions and covers Conflict 
and Soft Control Skills. After their initial training, staff undertake regular refresher 
training. 
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9.3 Rewards 
Rewards for thoughtful and acceptable behaviour are most often in the form of praise 

and encouragement within individual conversations and the group forums. 
Contribution to and participation in the group is noticed and encouraged. Small 
achievements are praised and noticed in the context of young people’s own 

difficulties, struggles and efforts in this area rather than relative to each other. 

9.4 Sanctions procedures 

Sanctions are used as part of establishing positive relationships with young people to 
maintain boundaries and control. They are used to engender the concept of restitution 
and reparation; the notion that mistakes or wrong-doing can be repaired and things, 

(including people) can be ‘made better’. 
 

The sanctions imposed are usually seen as being related to a particular incident, 
particularly if an acknowledgement of the consequence of a certain behaviour is not 
possible in an alternative way.  Managing group and communal boundaries within the 

community is normally seen as a precursor to providing an appropriate guarantee to 
managing group outings from the community and a "grounding" may follow a serious 

incident.  However, grounding does not apply to any educational or family visit. Fines 
are used at Thornby Hall, and only in context of reparative payment in relation to 
damage for which they are held responsible.  

All sanctions are recorded and young people are invited to comment on any sanction 
given. 

 
The following are Permissible Sanctions:  

• Restitution. 

‘Making good’ or repaying an individual or community for the consequences 
of unacceptable actions or damaged caused. A proportion of pocket money 

may be withheld to facilitate this. 
• Reparation (for example by helping to repair damage). 

• Fines imposed by the court. 
• The curtailment of leisure activities. 
• Grounding. 

• Temporary interruption of placement. 
 

Increased supervision or restrictions on the availability of transport are used as a tool 
for safe management but not as a sanction. 

9.5 Prohibited methods of control 

None of the disciplinary measures prohibited under Regulations 8 of the Children’s Act 
1989 have ever been permitted at Thornby Hall. No young person is allowed to be 

subjected to corporal punishment, deprivation of food or drink, restrictions of visits or 
communications with family and friends (except where young people need protection 
from a particular communication or visit), the wearing of distinctive clothing, physical 

restrictions imposed by accommodation, deprivation of sleep or intimate physical 
searches.  
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10. Safeguarding and countering bullying 
 

Thornby Hall is committed at every level to safeguarding generally, and child 
protection in particular, in order to promote young people’s welfare. We take seriously 
our duty to protect every young person from abuse and maltreatment and to prevent 

impairment of health or development. 
 

Our Child Protection Policy is available on request and underlines our commitment to 
inter-agency working.  All concerns of a Child Protection nature will be referred by the 
Registered Manager/Designated Child Protection Officer to the Local Authority : CYPS 

Initial Contact Centre. In any circumstances where Safeguarding procedures are 
undertaken, the young person’s social services and parents will be kept closely 

involved and informed as required by Working Together to Safeguard Young People 
March 2013. 
 

On placement a comprehensive risk assessment is undertaken which covers all areas 
of safeguarding. This risk assessment is reviewed at regular intervals or immediately 

if the need arises. 
 
Child Protection matters are directly dealt with by our Deputy Director (Head of Care 

and Aftercare) and our Assistant Director (Assessment, Placement and Family Support 
(APFS). Both hold designated child protection officer certificates. 

 
All staff receive regular training together with support and guidance in safeguarding 
and promoting young people’s welfare.  

10.1 Significant events 
Events and Notifications under Schedule 5 of Children’s Home Regulations are sent to 

the required authorities as well as to the Chief Executive (Responsible Individual). 
 

10.2 Countering bullying 
Thornby Hall does not tolerate any form of bullying and is committed to developing 
and maintaining a culture within which all individuals are supported in confronting 

both the external bully and the potential to bully themselves.  
 

We strive to create and maintain an environment where young people are treated with 
dignity and respect at all times. Any incident of bullying is recorded and addressed; a 
young person will be encouraged and supported in expressing their concerns through 

open communication. Internally this could be either in the community meeting or to 
an individual member of staff. All young people are given information regarding 

appropriate external contacts should they feel that the internal route is inadequate for 
any reason. 
 

All young people are expected to participate in addressing issues of bullying, and sign 
an anti-bullying agreement on admission. 

 
11. If a young person goes missing  
 

Thornby Hall has written procedures which are followed in the event of any 
unauthorised absence and staff know the necessary action to take. Many of the young 

people placed in our care have significant histories of missing from previous care 
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settings and we are mindful of the need to intervene with care and 

understanding, prioritising individual safety.  
 

Each young person placed at Thornby has a risk assessment which would reflect the 
level of risk with strategies identified. As required there is a Runaway, Missing From 
Home or Care protocol in place which is agreed with Northamptonshire Missing 

Persons Team; and there is an appropriate follow up to each instance of a young 
person missing from care to ensure any episodes are minimised. 

 
12. Contact between young people and parents, relatives and friends 
 

It is our policy to work in partnership, and facilitate, where possible, positive contact 
between any young person and his or her family, or with significant other persons who 

have been important in a young person’s background. Therefore, while young people 
are placed at Thornby Hall, we do encourage, and facilitate as appropriate, contact 
with family and friends. For those young people with little or no family contact we 

endeavor to support their local authority in identifying significant external contacts.  
The Assistant Director for APFS ensures that this important area of work is considered 

thoughtfully for each young person. 
 
There are eleven weeks in the year which are designated as 'holiday periods' during 

which time young people may spend time at home.  They also have available, on 
average, every third weekend for home visits, or more often when it is felt that this 

would be important.  Families may also visit, and it is possible for us to offer overnight 
accommodation where this would be beneficial.  Any visits must be arranged in 
advance.  

 
Friendships beyond the home are promoted with opportunities for young people to 

visit their friends and vice versa. This would be negotiated with their keyworker who 
would ensure, as a good parent would, that these arrangements suited both parties. 

This includes overnight stays if appropriate.  
 
13. Religious instruction and observance 

 
Thornby Hall does not follow any formal religious observance, but young people who 

wish to practice a particular faith are supported in doing so on an individual level.  If it 
seemed unlikely that a young person could be supported in this way, whether for 
geographical or other considerations, this would have to be taken into account before 

a placement was considered. 
   

In the same way, we endeavour to support young people in relation to their cultural 
links, and where this is felt not to be possible in an appropriate way, it will be 
discussed prior to admission. 

 
14. Complaints 

14.1 Complaints by young people 

 If young people feel that they have been treated unfairly or inappropriately in any 
way, they can complain to their keyworker, to any member of staff with whom they 
feel able to speak, or to the Director or Deputy Directors.  
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               The designated Complaints Officer at Thornby Hall is the Deputy Director 

(Placements).  
 

If any young person wishes to make a complaint to a person outside of the 
community, they may do so directly to their own social worker, independent reviewing 
officer, their own authority's Complaints Officer, Children’s Right’s Officer, Ofsted, 

Regulation 33 visitor, parent or other person with whom they feel they can speak.   
 

A leaflet is available to all young people, which outlines the ways in which they are 
able to make a complaint, the people they might contact and the ways in which they 
can contact them. This includes Childline and Children’s Rights Director, there is a 

telephone room where a young person can make calls in private. 
 

Young people are also encouraged to make use of the Reg. 33 visitor and as part of a 
young person’s induction they are made aware of these people and know they can 
make complaints to them. 

 
It is our policy that we endeavour to resolve complaints internally where possible, but 

where complaints need to be taken up at a formal level, Thornby Hall’s Complaints 
Procedure or the procedure employed by the young person’s own local authority may 
be invoked.  

 
Thornby Hall encourages young people to think critically about all aspects of living in 

their home and support them in making a complaint if they wish to do so. Through 
developing this ability young people learn how and when to complain and ask for help. 
All formal complaints are recorded in a bound book together with the action taken and 

the outcome. Informal complaints are recorded separately. 
 

14.2 Informal complaints  
Informal complaints are heard in a range of individual and group forums where young 

people are helped to express their views. If this is not sufficient to resolve an issue it 
will become a Formal complaint. 
 

14.3 Formal complaints  
Formal complaints are made up of unresolved informal complaints or about an issue 

that is of sufficient importance it requires a formal solution. 
 
The process for a formal complaint: The complaints officer (unless they are the 

subject of the complaint, in which case another suitable senior member of staff will be 
allocated to this role) will meet with the young person as soon as possible and listen 

to and record the complaint, together with what action has been taken to address the 
complaint. Details will be recorded on the young person’s file, in the complaints log 
and a copy sent to the young person’s social worker and parent or carer where 

appropriate.  
 

The complaints officer will agree with the young person what further action, if any, will 
be taken to resolve the complaint, and will arrange to meet again to review the 
outcome. Once any agreed action is complete this will be the conclusion of the process 

unless the young person decides to take the matter further. 
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If the complaint remains unresolved the complaints officer will appoint an 
Investigating Officer, a senior member of staff, and an Independent Person, an 

appropriate person from outside. They will conduct their own investigation and 
produce a report. This report will include a conclusion about the validity of the 
complaint and recommendations for further action if necessary. Copies of the report 

will be sent to all relevant parties. 
 

If the young person is dissatisfied with the response they may appeal, they will be 
invited to write to the Chief Executive of Childhood First and a Complaints Review 
Panel will be convened. The panel will meet within 28 days of the young person’s 

request and the young person will be given 10 days notice of the panel meeting. The 
panel will conduct a full hearing and will produce written recommendations.  

 
For full details please see our policy – Complaints and Representations (by or on 
behalf of young people) 

14.4 Complaints by employees 
It is the policy of Childhood First that, wherever possible, complaints and grievances 

shall be resolved in an informal manner, firstly by the establishment of a climate in 
which staff are encouraged and expected to address issues of concern and conflict at 
source. This informal framework and culture is supported by a formal procedural 

framework, which guarantees that any complaints shall be addressed appropriately 
where informal means have failed. 

14.5 Complaints by third parties 
Where an external agency or other third party has a concern or complaint about any 
aspect of the work of any part of Childhood First, of its Directors, staff or clients, then 

it would be our wish that any such complaint shall be raised at the earliest 
opportunity. It would be the Director's aim that the concern or complaint should be 

resolved, where possible, in an informal way, unless of course where the complaint is 
of a nature or seriousness where more formal action is appropriate or necessary, and 

in which case it shall be the Director's responsibility to support such action. 
 
15. Facilities and services 

 
Set in seventeen acres of Northamptonshire countryside, Thornby Hall is rather a 

special place. The main house, once the village manor, dates back to the fifteenth 
century and provides the nucleus of the community’s activities, including all the living 
accommodation. Whilst our setting provides a good level of protection we also have 

secure entry ensuring only staff and young people are able to enter the house. 
 

Young people who come to us are offered single bedroom accommodation. Bedrooms 
are segregated into girls’ and boys’ areas of the first and second floors of the house.  
 

The grounds contain many areas which lend themselves to creative play and games, 
and include a playing field, woods, a well-stocked fishing lake, and a floodlit hard-

court area.  
 
What were once the stables and coach-houses have been converted to provide a fully 

equipped school which follows the full National Curriculum and provides study areas 
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for those who are at full time college. Within the main house there is a 

young people’s library.  
 

There is a visitors’ flat and a two bed semi-independent unit on-site.  
 
 

16. Accommodation and room sharing 
 

Thornby Hall has a warm familial feel with good accommodation and grounds. Young 
people who come to us are offered single bedroom accommodation. Sharing a 
bedroom is only considered once a young person has been with us for a while and 

with due consideration to any risk.  The girls’ and boys’ bedrooms are in separate 
wings 

 
 

17. Surveillance within the home 
 

There is no surveillance technology used within the home.  
 

 
18. Fire precautions and emergency procedures 
 

Thornby Hall has written statements in relation to fire precautions and evacuation 
procedures, which are known to both young people and staff and which are reinforced 

by regular, and recorded, fire drills. 
 
Employees are aware of our health and safety policy and regular risk assessments are 

made which cover all aspects of the Home and specified excursions beyond our 
community. Our Fire Safety Policy details responsibilities, recordings, drills, 

procedures, training and assembly points. 
 

 
19. Registered provider and registered manager 
 

Thornby Hall is fully owned and managed by Childhood First. 
 

Registered office: 
Childhood First 
210 Borough High Street 

London  SE1 1JX 
 

Registered Provider and Responsible Individual: 
Stephen Blunden, Chief Executive of Childhood First 
 

Registered Manager of Thornby Hall: Maggie Maguire 
 

The Registered Manager is supervised by the Director of Thornby Hall, and directly 
accountable to, the Chief Executive of Childhood First. 
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20. Qualifications and experience 
 

Registered Provider: Stephen Blunden 
Qualifications: Dip Acc, BA (Hons), MA (Cantab) Theology and 

Religious Studies, FRSA 

Professional Experience: Chief Executive, Childhood First 
 Director of Fundraising and Communications, The 

Children’s Society 
 Director of Development, Cambridge International, 

University of Cambridge 

 
Director:                  Angela Muchatuta OBE 

Qualifications:          Dip Management Studies 
                               Bachelor of Laws 
                               Registered General Nurse, Midwife and Health 

Visitor 
 

Professional Experience:   Extensive Health Care Service Management 
experience including Director of Mental Health 
Services (NHS Trust), Operations Directorship and 

Clinical Lead.   
   

 
Child and Adolescent Psychotherapists: 
  Lynne Amidon  

Qualification: Ph.D, MA, MA, M. Psych. Psych., MACP 
 

Judith Trowell  
Qualification: FRCP Psych,  DMM, DCH, FIPsychanal 

Professional Experience: Prof of Child Mental Health West Midlands CSIP 
Consultant Psychiatrist Tavistock Clinic 

 

Educational Psychologist: We work with, and have a contract with, 
Northampton County Educational Psychology Services  

 
 

21. Staff 

 
Staff are recruited through a rigorous selection process which involves both informal 

and formal interviews together with the views of the young people at Thornby Hall. All 
appropriate checks are carried out according to current guidelines before any 
prospective member of staff begins employment with us.  
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Position Relevant Qualifications Experience 

Deputy Director Registered 

Manager 

Dip Inst Welfare Officers, 

BSc (Hons) Psychology, PG 

Dip in The Practice & 

Psychodynamics of 

Residential Care, NVQ4 

Care,  

NVQ Assessors Award 

Registered Managers 

Award. ILM Level 5 Award. 

Commenced 1989.  Prior: 

Young Women’s Support 

Group, Community Worker. 

Deputy Director Referrals BA (Hons) Theology, 

PGCE for R.E, MA Infant 

Observational Studies. ILM 

Level 5 Award 

 

Commenced 1990. Prior: 

Teacher in mainstream 

school and at a secure unit 

Assistant Director 

Assessment, Families and 

Placement Support  

PG Dip The Practice & 

Psychodynamics of 

Residential Care, BSc 

(Hons) Behavioural 

Sciences, Chartered 

Management Institute 

Level 6 Leadership & 

Management. Enrolled on 

Systemic Family Therapy 

Course. 

 

Commenced 1990. 

Team Leader BSc (Hons) Behavioural 

Sciences, Advanced Dip in 

Psychosocial Care, 

Certificate in Family 

Therapy (Institute of 

Family Therapy). Level 3 

Diploma Children & Young 

People Workforce.  Enrolled 

on NVQ Level 5 

Management. 

Commenced 2001. 

 

 

Team Leader 

 

Cert Psychosocial Care. 

Level 3 Diploma Children & 

Young People Workforce.   

Enrolled on NVQ Level 5 

Management 

Commenced 2003 
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Deputy Team Leader Diploma in Psychosocial 

Care. 

Level 3 Diploma Children & 

Young People Workforce.   

Enrolled on NVQ Level 5 

Management. 

Commenced 2009 

 

 

 

Deputy Team Leader BA (Hons) Communication 

Studies with Media for 

Performance, NVQ3 in 

Health & Social Care 

(Children & Young People). 

Studying Diploma in 

Psychosocial Care. 

Enrolled on NVQ Level 5 

Management. NVQ 

Assessors Award. 

Commenced 2012.    

Experience: Residential 

Care Worker and Team 

Leader 

Deputy Team Leader Advanced Dip Psychosocial 

Care. Level 3 Diploma 

Children & Young People 

Workforce.   

Commenced 2009 

Deputy Team Leader Diploma in Psychosocial 

Care. 

Level 3 Diploma Children & 

Young People Workforce.   

Commenced 2010.  

 

Deputy Team Leader  Commenced 2013 

Prior: Secure Care Officer 

Therapeutic Care Worker BA (Hons) Psychology & 

Educational Development, 

Advanced Dip Psychosocial 

Care. Level 3 Diploma 

Children & Young People 

Workforce.   

Enrolled on NVQ Level 5 

Management. NVQ 

Assessors Award 

Commenced 2005 

Therapeutic Care Worker BA (Hons) Politics, Cert 

Psychosocial Care. Level 3 

Diploma Children & Young 

People Workforce.  

Studying Advanced 

Diploma in Psychosocial 

Care. 

Commenced 2007 
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Therapeutic Care Worker   BA (Hons) Travel & 

Tourism. Level 3 Diploma 

Children & Young People 

Workforce.  Advanced 

Diploma in  Psychosocial 

Care 

Commenced 2007. 

Prior:Trainee Practitioner 

with the National Autistic 

Society, Classroom 

Assistant 

Therapeutic Care Worker Certificate in Psychosocial 

Care. Level 3 Diploma 

Children & Young People 

Workforce.  

Commenced 2008. 

Prior: Prisoner Custody 

Officer, Support Worker for 

Adults with Learning 

Disabilities 

Therapeutic Care Worker BSc (Hons) Psychology, 

NVQ2 Health & Social Care, 

Advanced Diploma in 

Psychosocial Care.  Level 3 

Diploma Children & Young 

People Workforce.   

Commenced 2010. Prior: 

Senior Support Worker 

with autistic adults 

Therapeutic Care Worker BA (Hons) Media Practice & 

Theory.  Advanced Dip in 

Psychosocial Care.  Level 3 

Diploma Children & Young 

People Workforce.   

Commenced 2010. Prior:  

Work experience as Prison 

Security Escort 

Therapeutic Care Worker Dip in PE and TEFL.  

Qualifications in rugby 

coaching and scuba diving.  

Level 3 Diploma Children & 

Young People Workforce.  

Advanced Diploma in 

Psychosocial Care   

Commenced 2011. 

Therapeutic Care Worker Studying Diploma in 

Psychosocial Care. 

Studying Level 3 Diploma 

Children & Young People 

Workforce. 

Commenced 2011. Prior: 

Residential Support Worker 

Therapeutic Care Worker Diploma in Clinical and 

Pastoral Counselling, 

Certificate in Crisis 

Counselling, Level 3 

Diploma Children & Young 

People Workforce.  

Advanced Diploma in 

Psychosocial Care 

Commenced 2010.  Prior: 

Prison officer, Police 

Constable and Advocacy 

Support Worker 
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Therapeutic Care Worker Football Coaching Badge.  

Studying Diploma in 

Psychosocial Care. 

Studying Level 3 Diploma 

Children & Young People 

Workforce. 

 

Commenced 2011.  Prior: 

Youth Team Leader and 

Football Coach 

 

 

 

 

Assistant Therapeutic Care 

Worker   

Certificate in Psychosocial 

Care.  

Level 3 Diploma Children & 

Young People Workforce.   

Commenced 2004. Prior : 

Custody Officer 

Assistant Therapeutic Care 

Worker 

Diploma in Psychosocial 

Care.  Level 3 Diploma 

Children & Young People 

Workforce.    

Commenced 2010. 

Assistant Therapeutic Care 

Worker 

BA (Hons) History and 

Criminology. Studying 

Diploma in Psychosocial 

Care. Level 3 Diploma 

Children & Young People 

Workforce. 

Commenced 2012. 

Experience: Residential 

Child Care Worker and 

Family Support Worker 

Therapeutic Care Worker Studying Diploma in 

Psychosocial Care. 

Studying Level 3 Diploma 

Children & Young People 

Workforce. 

Commenced 2012. 

Prior: Nanny and 

Domiciliary Care Assistant 

Assistant Therapeutic Care 

Worker 

GNVQ Health and Social 

Care, BTEC Health Studies. 

L3 Holistic Therapies. 

Studying Level 3 Diploma 

Children & Young People 

Workforce. 

Commenced January 2013.  

Assistant Therapeutic Care 

Worker 

NVQ2 Childcare, BSc 

Psychology, Studying Level 

3 Diploma Children & 

Young People Workforce. 

Commenced January 2013.  

Prior: Nursery room leader, 

child minder 

Assistant Therapeutic Care 

Worker 

 Commenced 2013. 

Assistant Therapeutic Care 

Worker 

 Commenced 2014. Prior: 

Residential Child Care 

Worker 
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Assistant Therapeutic Care 

Worker 

BA Primary Education (5-

11 years with QTS) English 

Commenced 2014. Prior: 

Healthy Child Care Worker. 

Assistant Therapeutic Care 

Worker 

BSc (Hons) Psychology Commenced April 2014 

Prior: English Teacher 

Assistant Therapeutic Care 

Worker 

NVQ3 Teaching Assistant Commenced April 2014 

Prior: Higher Level 

Teaching Assistant 

Acting Junior Therapeutic 

Staff 

Studying Level 3 Diploma 

Children & Young People 

Workforce. 

 

Commenced January 2013.  

Prior: Teaching Assistant 

Waking Night Staff  Commenced 1996.  Prior: 

Adventure Club Leader 

 

Waking Night Staff  Commenced 2005. Prior: 

Residential Support Worker 

Waking Night Staff Level 3 Diploma Children & 

Young People Workforce.   

Commenced 2014. Prior: 

Assistant Cook 

 

Thornby Hall School 

 

Head of School BA Combined Studies 

PGCE English & Drama 

Enrolled on NPQH 

Commenced 1999. Prior: 

Drama Teacher, Youth 

Theatre Leader, Assistant 

Head of House 

Deputy Head of School  BA (Hons) Humanities 

PGCE 

SENCO 

Enrolled on NVQ Level 5 

Management 

Commenced 2003. Prior: 

Teacher of RS & 

Humanities 

Teaching Staff BA (Hons) Visual Arts 

PGCE Art & Design,  Dip 

Art Therapy in Education 

Commenced 2004.  Prior: 

Art & Design Teacher in a 

Young Offenders and 

Secure Training Centre 

Teaching Staff Diploma in Teaching, BSc 

Psychology 

Commenced 2010.  Prior: 

Teacher 

Teaching Staff Qualified Teacher, BA 

(Hons) Contour Fashion 

Commenced 2011. Prior: 

Teacher of  Textiles and 

Product Design 
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Teaching Staff BA Social History, PGCE Commenced 2012. 

Prior: Humanities 

Teacher/Head of House 

Teaching Staff BA International Studies, 

All level SEN Teaching 

certificate, Qualified 

Teacher 

Commencing  2013 

Prior: Classroom Teacher 

(SEN and Spanish) 

Teaching Staff BA (Hons) English, PGCE 

Secondary English 

Commencing  2013 

Prior: English Teacher 

Teaching Staff BA (Hons) English 

Literature & Education 

Studies, PGCE 

 

Commencing 2013 

Prior: English Teacher 

Teaching Staff BSc (Hons) Applied 

Biology, PGCE 

Commencing 2013 

Prior: Science Teacher 

Higher Level Teaching 

Assistant 

BA Film and Television 

Studies, HLTA 

Commenced 2013. Prior: 

HLTA in ICT and Business 

Studies 

Education Assistant OU Degree Humanities 

with English, OCR Level 2 

NVQ Supporting Teachers 

& Learning in Schools 

Commenced 2009. 

 

Administration and Auxiliary Staff 

 

Financial Administrator/ 

Bursar 

 Commenced 1990.  Prior: 

Accounts Assistant 

PA to the Director Bed (Hons), LLB BA (Hons) Commenced 1989.  Prior: 

Administration/PA/Legal 

Assistant 

Accounts Assistant  Commenced 1996. 

Administrative Secretary  Commenced 1999. 

School Administrator BA (Hons) International 

Business Administration 

Commenced 2013. 

Maintenance Technician  Commenced 1994. 

Maintenance Assistant  Commenced 2011. 

Prior: Maintenance 

Assistant and Operations 

Manager 
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Head Gardener  Over 10 years experience 

at Thornby 

Gardener  Commenced 2007. 

Housekeeper  Commenced 1996. 

Domestic  Commenced 1988 

Domestic  Commenced 2005. 

Domestic  Commenced 2005. 

Domestic  Commenced 2006. 

Domestic  Commenced 2006. 

Domestic NVQ Level 2 Health & 

Social Care 

Commenced 2012.  Prior: 

Cleaner, Personal Carer 

and Night Support Worker 

 

 
22. Staff supervision and Training 

 
22.1 Supervision 
Central to Childhood First’s IST is that staff work within a framework which 

emphasises a thorough understanding of the young people we work with and of 
themselves in relation to that task. These processes are facilitated by the input of a 

consultant psychotherapist.  
 
Our staff receive several group supervisions. These meetings offer a range of ways of 

understanding the history, inner world, current functioning and impact of the young 
people as individuals and as a group, as well as exploration of the impact of the adults 

on the young people.  
 

Staff are also supervised individually and regularly by experienced practitioners. Our 
work is supported by a Consultant Child Psychotherapist who works at Thornby Hall 
for two days a week facilitating our dynamic supervision programme. 

 
The work of the community is also supported by the input of a consultant psychiatrist 

who is available on request to discuss clinical matters which may arise.  
 
22.2 Training  

Childhood First has a commitment to in-depth staff training. Our work-based training 
programme was developed in partnership with the Tavistock Clinic and the School of 

Social Science at Middlesex University. This programme together with our Integrated 
Systemic Therapy underpins our care and treatment and the professional 
development of the staff. The training requires staff to understand and articulate the 

links between theory and practice in the context of their day-to-day work with young 
people, with one another and the outside world. 
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All residential staff initially undertake the CWDC induction module and CWDC L3 
Diploma. Following this they will be considered for our training from which staff can 

gain a Certificate; Diploma/Advanced Diploma; Advanced Diploma in Psychosocial 
Care Leadership and Management; PG Cert; PG Dip and MA.  
 

We also encourage staff to undertake further training which benefits both the 
individual and the community enhancing our overall practice. 

 
We have held the Investors in People award for over ten years.  
 

 
23. Organisational structure 

 
23.1 Thornby House 
There are sixty three members of staff at Thornby Hall. Supporting the Director are 

two Deputy Directors, one Assistant Director and three Team Leaders.  
The senior team ensure a well managed home in which the home’s resources needs 

and staff development needs are met together with all the statutory requirements.  
 
Each Team Leader heads up a residential team of nine in total and these teams 

provide a 24-hour, 365-day residential rota based upon a repeating three-week 
system. Annual leave is planned on a yearly basis, enabling rotas to be predictable 

both for staff and young people. In addition there are a number of ancillary staff who 
support the main team, covering the important areas of administration and the 
environment. 

 
At night two staff sleep in once the young people are settled. They are supported by a 

waking night person who makes checks throughout the night.  
 

The Director is able to monitor the welfare of young people through a variety of daily 
forums as well as through ad hoc conversations. The Deputy Director 
(Clinical/Assessment) facilitates the community meeting which ensures attunement of 

both group and individual needs. 
 

23.2 Thornby School 
The school has a Head of School who is supported by a Deputy Head of School, six 
full-time teachers, two sessional teachers and one support assistant. This level of 

staffing ensures that whilst our emphasis is on group working, each young person can 
received individual support when necessary. 

 
There is a close working relationship between the school and the house, residential 
staff contribute to the delivery of the educational programme.  


